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General Class Sequencing

Attunement 
Restorative with the Breath: Legs on the chair(or up the wall) with blanket across and lengthwise. Arms in 
cactus.  
Supine 
Morning Wake-Up Stretch,  
Printable Link to Morning Wake-Up Stretch on my website: https://yogatherapyalacarte.com/2018/01/20/
morning_wake_up_stretch/

Hip Openers with Bent Legs(Small Circles Together, Circles Apart and Large, In/Out Together), Ankles/Wrists 
Flex-Extend  

Warm-Up/Prone: Child’s Pose, Walk to the Right/Left, Thread the Needle,

Cat n’ Cow: -revised please read  
Inhale for Cow with added pointing toes and Exhale for Cat with curled toes -pressing down on each and 
feeling the work being done in the legs. Don’t be surprised if the toes/feet cramp in the beginning this will 
eventually go away. With the added foot movement the actual asana of cat n’ cow will move much slower which 
will emphasize and challenge the breath, creating more awareness.

Balancing Cat: -revised please read  
Inhale: reach with R leg back -flexing foot and L arm forward -reaching with wide fingers  
Exhale: bring R leg bent/knee towards chest and L arm back bringing elbow to L hip -keeping hand engaged 
and facing midline  
continue 3x on each side and do 2 sets ending with Child’s Pose resting the wrists  
Continue with Balancing Cat for 6 breaths in the ‘still point’ with nothing moving/hold.  
After the 6 breaths you can reach back for the ankle if you would like or not.  
Repeat on the other side

Prone:  
Mini Vinyasa (Yoga Snack) no prep necessary, just a short sequence which consists of 2 or  
more asana, concentrating the movement in tune with the breath.  
ex: Child’s Pose, Puppy (exhale) to Up-dog (Inhale) return and repeat x6 or more.  
Can add: Plank, Down-Dog or Plank to make a longer vinyasa but add slowly as the body warms  
up and your time allows.

Alternative: Keeping knees down on the mat during Up-Dog, Plank and Down-Dog.

Additional ideas under General Short Flow Sequences (DVD Vol.2)

Supine: 
  Cross Crawl -this is strong core engagement/back on mat, with various leg positions from bent to 
straight, opposites moving in sync all together.

Prone:  
Cobra to Up-Dog  -lifting head/shoulders/upper chest, up as far as possible without allowing the 

https://yogatherapyalacarte.com/2018/01/20/morning_wake_up_stretch/
https://yogatherapyalacarte.com/2018/01/20/morning_wake_up_stretch/


shoulders to lift or the elbows to spread out. Be mindful the belly is engaged to protect the lower back, this is a 
backbend.

Standing:      
Forward Fold + 1/2Up x20  
Warrior I + II 

Yogi Push-Ups at the Wall & Wall Squats -with answers to How? Where? Why?

Partner – checking out which muscles are used when we lift our arms up….ask your partner permission to put 
your hands on their shoulders girdle area and feel which muscles are engaging when they lift their arms 
overhead in each of the following ways:

1. Correct version would be with attention towards grounding down (as if a magnet were pulling your torso 
muscles downward) as you lift your arms to forgiving limbs. Notice the side placement also of your arms, how 
much can you see? Are they to far forward or more in line with your ears!  
2. Incorrect version for learning: when lifting arms also lift your shoulders. Notice the tension in the neck and 
upper shoulder girdle, this is what happens when we are not strong enough to use the correct muscles to come 
from cobra to up-dog. Other and more stronger muscles come into play to compensate in order to accomplish 
the task.

We will work this session on making that switch and using more secondary and weaker muscles which we are 
not using now. This situation is more prevalent in women as men have a tendency to have stronger muscles.

If the flow from Cobra to Up-dog is not an issue for you, which is probably addressing very few, we will 
challenge you in the coming weeks with further work on the mat.

Anyone at any time, not feeling challenged, please let me know. I am sure I can come up with something special 
for you to do.

1. 1 minute of Push-Ups at the Wall  
2. 1 minute of Squats at the Wall (if your head does not touch the wall without the chin reaching up than during 
this minute do ‘turtle’ (chin poking forward and coming in -creating double chins). I would like to do turtle 
individually with each student so their chin is in the correct position. If you are a candidate for this please get 
my attention during class so I can observe and correct if needed.  
3. Repeat #4 and #5

Supine: 
Bridge

Savasana: Supine and Relaxed  

Essential Oil: doTerra “Slim & Sassy” -the Metabolic Blend  

Music:  Deuter  

Quote:



There is little difference in people, but that little difference makes a big difference.  
The little difference is attitude, the BIG difference is whether it is a positive or negative attitude.  

-W.Clement Stone

MISCELLANEOUS:

During the last few weeks I enjoyed reading a couple of very interesting books which I would recommend, they 
are both books which you will want to give/lend to someone else when you are finished reading.

I thank my girlfriend Rosie for sending me “Choices’ and my students for recommending ‘Educated”.

I have included a link to Amazon because the hardback versions presently are less expensive than the kindle 
version, your local library should also have a copy. These are two very precious books, not to sit idle on a shelf 
but to be in someones hands.

1. The Choice: Embrace the Possible: Dr. Edith Eva Eger – Amazon.com 

The horrors of the Holocaust didn’t break Edith. In fact, they helped her learn to live again with a life-affirming 
strength and a truly remarkable resilience. The Choice is her unforgettable story. It’s 1944 and sixteen-year-old 
ballerina and gymnast Edith Eger is sent to Auschwitz, today she lives in San Diego and celebrated her 90th 
birthday a few years ago.

2. Educated is even better than you’ve heard | Bill Gates – Gates Notes

https://www.gatesnotes.com/Books/Educated  
Dec 3, 2018 – I’ve always prided myself on my ability to teach myself things. Whenever I don’t know a lot 
about something, I’ll read a textbook or watch an …

“Tara Westover was seventeen the first time she set foot in a classroom. Born to survivalists in the mountains of 
Idaho, she prepared for the end of the world by stockpiling home-canned peaches and sleeping with her “head-
for-the-hills bag.

Educated: A Memoir: Tara Westover: 9780399590504: Amazon.com …

https://www.gatesnotes.com/Books/Educated

